Millom School Learning
Journey: Geography

Work collaboratively to complete
2 day physical geography
fieldwork

A lesson
devoted to
discussing
different types
of Geography
Degree

Independent Investigation
completed
Students
demonstrate
understanding
by teaching
the teacher

A Levels

Select Independent Investigation
title. This work contributes 20%
towards the final grade

University
Apprenticeship

The Millom Learner

Summer exams
demonstrate
determination of
students to achieve
target grades

Synopticity across
the curriculum
promotes greater
depth of
understanding

Determined

Visiting speaker
from Environment
Agency. Career
Links

Communicator
Positive
Understanding
Independent
Collaborator
Investigator

Manchester University
Hazards lecture
promoting understanding

Reading list in
order to encourage
independent
learning..

End of unit
assessment highlights
determination as a
key component of
success

Statistical techniques
further develop
numeracy

Investigate moral implications of
A lesson linked to
environmental exploitation.
Geography relate
Independent research and
work experience
communication skills further
developed

Students act as investigators in
completing a Virtual field trip

Mock examinations
provide an
opportunity to show
the importance of
determination as a
key component of
success

Analyse and evaluate
fieldwork data. Write up

Promote A Level
Geography representing it
in a positive way. Range of
university courses,
apprenticeships and
employment routes
incorporated.

Three lessons on
GIS investigating
career
opportunities
both in the UK
and overseas

results communicating
effectively any patterns
identified.

Working collaboratively to
complete GCSE Physical
processes fieldwork

Independent
work to analyse
data and reach
conclusions

Working collaboratively
during a 2 day urban
field trip to Edinburgh

Millom School Learning
Journey: Geography

Next Slide
Investigate and Evaluate
environmental challenges across a
range of scales
GCSEs

Discussion of career opportunities
in the world of Business. Links to
development of Leeds and the
GCSE field trip.

Work independently in
Selection of appropriate data
to support an hypothesis for
fieldwork investigation

Yr10 mock
exams.
Assessment
used to
reinforce
determination
as a key
component of
success

Urban field trip to Leeds
developing research skills
working collaboratively to
collect data.

End of year assessment.
Literacy and numeracy
an integral part of
assessment. Reinforces
determination as a key
component of success

Careers links to Development
and Global Issues. Role of
Governments and NGO’s
discussed in a series of lessons.

End of year
assessment
to monitor
progress in
respect to
skills.
Students
maintain a
positive
attitude to
learning

Write up fieldwork
developing analytical
and communication
skills

Tectonic processes decision
making encourages
collaborative work

Investigate the value of differing
data analysis techniques.

Study of coastal
landscapes
develops
understanding of
Cost benefit
analysis and
supports
development of
numeracy skills

Careers links to
Travel, Tourism
and Leisure.
Variety of career
opportunities
discussed during
lesson delivery.
Outside speaker
End of year assessment provides an
opportunity to monitor progress in
respect to skills and subject content
retention and determination to
succeed.

Independent project on
sustainable settlement /
building

The Millom Learner

Determined
Communicator
Positive

Key Stage 4 options talks.
Positive promotion of the
subject. Students made
aware of the career
opportunities linked to
Geography

Discussion of roles
within urban planning
(careers link). Series
of lessons
investigating
sustainability

Students develop
and understand
practical map
reading skills

Understanding
Independent
Collaborator
Investigator

Deliver a lesson to
develop understanding of
geographical skills

Communication through
extended writing on
population growth
develops literacy skills

Attend Year 6
Day in which
the positive
ethos of Millom
School is
promoted

Displays promoting
career opportunities
linked to Geography

Debate on
Role play on coastal management
climate change strategy. Links to career opportunities
supports
Practical mapping activity on the
communication

school site encourages collaboration.
Career links

Students are introduced to GIS
(Geographical Information
Systems. Investigating data
presentation. Transferable skills

Attend Year 5 Day in
which the positive
ethos of Millom
School is promoted

KS2-3
Transitio
n

Comparing counties of differing levels
of economic development allows
students to understand global issues
and demonstrate empathy and social
awareness

Study of tourism. Topical
debate provides
opportunities to develop
communication and team
work skills

Literacy mat
introduced to
support
students in
effective
written
communication

